
Door Hangers

  Door hangers are ideal for product promotion and advertising.
  

It can also be used for advocacy campaigns. Use door hangers as tools for political advertising,
service promotion, and even delivery menus. Using eye-catching images and text will make
your door hanger more appealing and hard to miss.

 Designs can be printed on one side only or both. Perforations may be added if you want to
include other material such as business cards with your contact information, or coupons for
special offers and discounts.

  

  

{slide=4" x 9" Doorhanger MOST POPULAR}
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Door Hangers

  Door hanger printing that braves the elements and the competition
  

Price includes die cut and (4/4) full color both sides

      
    -  Finished Size: 4" x 9"    
    -  Printed on 100# Gloss Cover Stock    
    -  Includes 1" diameter hole for hanging    
    -  AFL-CIO Union Labels: On all political orders unless otherwise requested. Available on
other orders by request.   

  

                            500         1,000  
      1,500
       2,000
       2,500
       3,500
       4,000
       5,000
     
              Black & White         $303.70         $322.60        

$415.00
       $516.00
       $566.60
       $624.40
       $653.30
       $711.80
     
              Full Color         $421.00         $448.00        

$580.00
       $720.00
       $788.00
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Door Hangers

       $862.00
       $899.00
       $974.00
     
          {niftybox
background=gainsboro,textcolor=mediumseagreen,float=right,textalign=center,clear=left,border
=midnightblue,font=Arial,fontsize=14px} NOTE: Please contact us for any pricing that
isn't listed or quantities over 5,000.{/niftybox}
 

  

{/slide} {slide=3" x 6.625" Mini Sized Doorhanger}

  

  Door hanger printing that braves the elements and the competition
  

Price includes die cut and (4/4) full color both sides

      
    -  Finished Size: 3" x 6.625"    
    -  Printed on 100# Gloss Cover    
    -  Includes 1" diameter hole for hanging    
    -  AFL-CIO Union Labels: On all political orders unless otherwise requested. Available on
other orders by request.   

                            500         1,000  
      1,500
       2,000
       2,500
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Door Hangers

       3,500
       4,000
       5,000
     
              Black & White         $242.96         $258.80        

$332.00
       $412.80
       $453.28
       $499.52
       $522.64
       $569.44
     
              Full Color         $336.80         $358.40        

$464.00
       $576.00
       $630.40
       $689.60
       $719.20
       $799.20
     
          {niftybox
background=gainsboro,textcolor=mediumseagreen,float=right,textalign=center,clear=left,border
=midnightblue,font=Arial,fontsize=14px} NOTE: Please contact us for any pricing that
isn't listed or quantities over 5,000.{/niftybox}
 

  

{/slide} {slide=4" x 11" Doorhanger (with or without detachable card)}
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Door Hangers

  Door hanger printing that braves the elements and the competition
  

Price includes die cut and (4/4) full color both sides

      
    -  Finished Size: 4" x 11"    
    -  Printed on 100# Gloss Cover    
    -  Includes 1" diameter hole for hanging    
    -  AFL-CIO Union Labels: On all political orders unless otherwise requested. Available on
other orders by request.   

                            500         1,000  
      1,500
       2,000
       2,500
       3,500
       4,000
       5,000
     
              Black & White         $333.70         $353.60        

$445.00
       $536.00
       $616.60
       $694.40
       $733.30
       $811.80
     
              Full Color         $451.00         $478.00        

$610.00
       $740.00
       $838.00
       $932.00
       $979.00
       $1074.00
     
          {niftybox
background=gainsboro,textcolor=mediumseagreen,float=right,textalign=center,clear=left,border
=midnightblue,font=Arial,fontsize=14px} NOTE: Please contact us for any pricing that
isn't listed or quantities over 5,000.{/niftybox}
 

{/slide}
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Door Hangers

  {niftybox
background=gainsboro,textcolor=mediumseagreen,float=right,textalign=center,clear=left,border
=midnightblue,font=Arial,fontsize=14px}NOTE: Click on a size to expand information and
pricing, and click again to close.{/niftybox}

{loadposition social}  
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